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3C on-line
AAMAS: Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
ACM Communications in Computer Algebra
ACM computing surveys
ACM Inroads
ACM journal of computer documentation
ACM journal on emerging technologies in computing systems
ACM letters on programming languages and systems
ACM Lisp Bulletin
ACM Policy: ACM Policy
ACM SIGACCESS Accessibility and Computing
ACM SIGACT News
ACM SIGAPL APL Quote Quad
ACM SIGAPP Applied Computing Review
ACM SIGARCH Computer Architecture News
ACM SIGBED Review
ACM SIGBIO Newsletter
ACM SIGCAPH Computers and the Physically Handicapped
ACM SIGCAS Computers and Society
ACM SIGCHI Bulletin
ACM SIGCHI Bulletin - a supplement to interactions
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review
ACM SIGCPR Computer Personnel
ACM SIGDA Newsletter
Acm Sigdoc Asterisk
ACM SiGecom Exchanges
ACM SIGEVOlution
ACM SIGFORTH Newsletter
ACM SIGGRAPH Computer Graphics
ACM SIGGRAPH Symposium on Computer Animation
ACM SIGHIT Record
ACM SIGICE Bulletin
ACM SIGIR Forum
ACM SIGITE Newsletter
ACM SIGKDD Explorations Newsletter
ACM SIGLASH Newsletter
ACM SIGMETRICS Performance Evaluation Review
ACM SIGMICRO Newsletter
ACM SIGMINI Newsletter
ACM SIGMOBILE Mobile Computing and Communications Review
ACM SIGMOD Record
ACM SIGmultimedia Records
ACM SIGNUM Newsletter
ACM SIGOA bulletin
ACM SIGOA Newsletter
ACM SIGOS Bulletin
ACM SIGOPS Operating Systems Review
ACM SIGPC Notes
ACM SIGPLAN Erlang Workshop
ACM SIGPLAN Fortran Forum
ACM SIGPLAN Lisp Pointers
ACM SIGPLAN OOPS Messenger
ACM SIGSAC Review
ACM SIGSAM Bulletin
ACM SIGSMALL Newsletter
ACM SIGSMALL/PC notes
ACM SIGSOOC Bulletin
ACM SIGSOFT Software Engineering Notes
ACM SIGWEB Newsletter
ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles
ACM transactions on accessible computing
ACM transactions on algorithms
ACM transactions on applied perception
ACM transactions on architecture and code optimization
ACM transactions on Asian language information processing
ACM transactions on autonomous and adaptive systems
ACM Transactions on Computation Theory
ACM transactions on computational logic
ACM transactions on computer systems
ACM transactions on computer-human interaction
ACM Transactions on Computing Education
ACM transactions on database systems
ACM transactions on design automation of electronic systems
ACM transactions on embedded computing systems
ACM transactions on graphics
ACM transactions on information and system security
ACM transactions on information systems
ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology
ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems
ACM transactions on Internet technology
ACM transactions on knowledge discovery from data
ACM Transactions on Management Information Systems
ACM transactions on mathematical software
ACM transactions on modeling and computer simulation
ACM transactions on multimedia computing, communications, and applications
ACM transactions on office information systems
ACM transactions on programming languages and systems
ACM Transactions on Reconfigurable Technology and Systems
ACM transactions on sensor networks
ACM transactions on software engineering and methodology
ACM transactions on speech and language processing
ACM transactions on storage
ACM Transactions on the Web
Ada letters (1981)
Ada Letters (1997)
AFRIGRAPH: Computer graphics, virtual reality, visualisation and interaction in Africa
AGENTS: Autonomous Agents
Algol bulletin
A-MOST: Advances in Model-Based Testing
ANNA: Analysis of Neural Network Applications
Annual ACM Symposium on Parallelism in Algorithms and Architectures
Annual International Conference on Ada
Annual Joint Conference Integrating Technology into Computer Science Education
Annual Symposium on Computational Geometry
Annual Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages
ANSS: Annual Simulation Symposium
AOSD: Aspect-oriented software development
APGV: Applied Perception in Graphics and Visualization
APL ... conference proceedings (International Conference on APL)
ASPLOS: Architectural Support for Programming Languages and Operating Systems
Assets (International ACM Conference on Assistive Technologies)
Asterisk: the journal of computer documentation
Communications of the acm
Computational Linguistics
COMPUTE: COMPUTE
Computers in Entertainment
CoNEXT: Co-NEXT
Conference proceedings - International Symposium on Computer Architecture
Conference proceedings of the annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing
Data Base
Digest of technical papers - IEEE/ACM International Conference on Computer-Aided Design
eLearn
Evolutionary Computation
FMSE: Formal Methods in Security Engineering
FMSP: Formal Methods in Software Practice
FOGA: Foundations of Genetic Algorithms
FOIS: Formal Ontology in Information Systems
Future Play: Future Play
GECCO: Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference
GIR: Geographic Information Retrieval
GIS: Geographic Information Systems
Great Lakes Symposium on VLSI
GRID: Grid Computing
HSCC: Hybrid Systems: Computation and Control
IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engineering
IEEE/ACM transactions on computational biology and bioinformatics
IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking
Installation management review
Intelligence
interactions
Journal of computing sciences in colleges
Journal of Data and Information Quality
Journal of Experimental Algorithmics
Journal of the ACM
Journal of the AIS (Association for Information Systems)
Journal of Usability Studies
Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage
Journal on Educational Resources in Computing
Linux Journal
Mobile networks and applications
NAACL-ANLP Workshop on Embedded machine translation systems
netWorker
NPIVM: NPIVM
PEPM: Partial Evaluation and Program Manipulation
Personal and Ubiquitous Computing
Proceedings - ACM IEEE Design Automation Conference
Proceedings - International Symposium on Computer Architecture
Proceedings - Southeast Regional ACM Conference
Proceedings (ACM Symposium on Solid Modeling and Applications)
Proceedings (ACM Workshop on Role-Based Access Control)
Proceedings (Design Automation Conference)
Proceedings / ACM Annual Computer Science Conference
Proceedings of the ... ACM national conference
Proceedings of the ACM/IEEE Symposium on Architectures for Networking and Communications Systems
Proceedings of the annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing
Proceedings of the International Conference on Parallel Architectures and Compilation Techniques
Proceedings of the International Symposium on System Synthesis
Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment
Proceedings, VRML
Queue
Sigart Bulletin
Sigart Newsletter
Sigcse Bulletin
SIGCSE bulletin inroads
Sigcse Bulletin
SIGCUE outlook
SIGMAP bulletin
SIGMINI: SIGMINI Symposium on Small Systems
Sigplan Notices
SIGSPATIAL Special
Sigcse Newsletter
Simulation digest
StandardView
SYMSAC: Symposium on Symbolic and Algebraic Computation
Ubiquity
VLDB Journal — The International Journal on Very Large Data Bases
WIDM: Web Information and Data Management
Wireless Networks
WiSE: Wireless Security
WiSec: Wireless Network Security
WMASH: Wireless Mobile Applications and Services on Wlan Hotspots
WMC: Workshop on Mobile Commerce
WMI: Wireless Mobile Internet
WOSP: Workshop on Software and Performance
WOSS: Self-Managed Systems
WOWMOM: Workshop on Wireless Mobile Multimedia
WPES: Workshop on Privacy in the Electronic Society
WSDM: Web Search and Data Mining
WSNA: Wireless Sensor Networks and Applications
WWW: World Wide Web
XIME-P: XQuery Implementation, Experience and Perpectives
XMLSEC: XML Security
XRDS: Crossroads, The ACM Magazine for Students
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